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Abstract

In this manuscript, we propose a novel hybrid Landmark and
Contour-Matching (LCM) image registration model to align image
pairs. The proposed model uses image contour information to sup-
plement missing edge information in between exact landmarks. We
demonstrate that the model circumvents the drawbacks associated
with a straightforward application of the Thin Plate Spline (TPS) reg-
istration technique.

The proposed model provides higher post-registration Dice sim-
ilarity between the reference and registered template images by im-
proving the image overlap away from major landmarks and visually
reduces the appearance of the “unnatural bending” typically present
in TPS-registered images. We also show that naively increasing
the number of landmarks in a TPS model does not always guaran-
tee an accurate registration result. We indicate how the proposed
model using even less number of exact landmarks along with addi-
tional approximate contour information provided suitable results, as
opposed to the TPS model. Lastly, the proposed model produces
physically relevant registration results with improved Dice similarity
indices even when landmark localization errors are present in data.

Overall, the proposed Landmark and Contour-Matching (LCM)
model increases the flexibility of the TPS approach especially when
only a few landmarks can be defined, when defining too many land-
marks leads to high oscillations in the registration transformations,
or when the identification of exact landmarks is susceptible to hu-
man error.

1 Introduction

Thin plate spline (TPS) data interpolation and approximation are a
spline-based technique that has been applied successfully in var-
ious fields such as medical imaging, oceanography, geosciences,
and shape analysis in general [1–8].

As a landmark-based registration technique, the use of TPS
transformations to describe a non-rigid deformation results to a sys-
tem of equations that have a closed-form solution [5]. In addition, it
produces physically relevant smooth transformations.

While the implementation of a TPS approach is convenient and
straightforward, the method comes with some drawbacks. Similar to
other landmark-based registration methods, image similarity tends
to suffer away from landmarks [9]. Visually, this could result to ab-
normalities (e.g., unnatural bending, incorrect scaling of image fea-
tures) in the registered image (see Figure 1c).

Naturally, one could consider increasing the number of land-
mark correspondences in order to improve image overlap between
the reference and registered template. Thin plate splines, however,
are radial basis functions that have global support. This means
that sample points act both as knots and interpolating points, which
could then result to a number of computational issues. First, in-
creasing the number of landmarks would involve the inversion of a
TPS kernel matrix – an operation of order O(K3), where K is the
number of landmark pairs. Increasing the number of landmarks
also leads to an increase in the condition number of the TPS kernel
matrix that could likewise translate to deformities in the registered
image as in Figures 1d-1f.

Figure 1d is the result of solving a TPS system with 58 inter-
polation conditions. Meanwhile, the TPS-registered images in Fig-
ures 1e and 1f suffer from stretching artefacts. More specifically,
the metacarpophalangeal joints at the base of the middle finger in
both images appear stretched significantly more than the original
template image. The joint at the base of the ring finger in Figure
1e also appears curved even when the external finger contour is
straight.

Ill-conditioning also occurs in the presence of data points that
are too close together [10]. In such a case, exact interpolation is
sensible only if the intensity values at the two close data sites are
themselves close [11].

In this paper, we aim to address these issues associated with
TPS registration. We will introduce a registration model that pairs

with the landmark detection method we proposed in [12]. The model
only requires a small number of feature points as centers of the
TPS radial basis functions. It also incorporates approximate contour
information to increase registration accuracy and avoid the visual
deformities commonly induced by a purely TPS-based approach in
the transformed template.

Lastly, since landmark selection in medical images is typically
done manually and is thus susceptible to errors, it is important for
a registration model to cater to such localization errors. We will
demonstrate that the model outperforms the TPS approach in such
cases.

(a) Reference (b) Template (c) Transformed Template
with bending

(d) Folding issue (e) Stretched (mid-
dle) and bent (fourth)
metacarpophalangeal
joint

(f) Internal Deformities

(g) Sample TPS Transf. 1 (h) Sample TPS Transf. 2 (i) Sample TPS Transf. 3

Fig. 1: Drawbacks of thin plate spline registration in medical imag-
ing. (a) Reference, (b) template, (c) unnatural bending in registered
image, (d) folding issue in ill-conditioned TPS systems, (e)-(f) de-
formities induced by the TPS transformations with too many knots,
(g)-(i) TPS transformations associated with the registered images in
(d)-(f).

2 Proposed Landmark and Contour-Matching
Model

Let R and T be the reference and template images with exact (ma-

jor) landmarks
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be an ordered set of sampling points that trace the con-

tours of an object of interest present in R and T . We aim to solve
the optimization problem of

θ
∗ = min

θ
DLM[θ ]+αC[θ ] (1)

in which θ is a thin plate spline transformation.



For a 2-dimensional registration problem, the optimal solution of
(1) has the form θ∗ = [θ 1,θ 2]T , where
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template and reference images, respectively.
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Minimizing the contour-matching term C is equivalent to maxi-
mizing the dot product of corresponding vectors that approximate
the edges in the pair of images being registered or maximizing the
similarity in the orientation of these unit vectors without any con-
straints on scaling. Therefore, the registration problem in (1) relaxes
the TPS interpolation condition

DLM[θ ] = 0

and balances the overlap of the exact landmarks and the similarity
between the orientation of the image contours.

An example of the setup required in the proposed Landmark
and Contour-Matching (LCM) model is shown in Figure 2.

3 Experiments

2D hand images from [5] were used to validate the proposed Land-
mark and Contour Matching model.

Major reference-template landmark and contour-approximating
point pairings were defined prior to registration. In our experiments,
the major landmarks (i.e., the fingertips and the cusps in between
adjacent fingers) were identified via the interest point detection
method presented in [12]. Meanwhile, the contour-approximating
points {∗
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and
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represent an ordered sampling of the connected set of pixels that
trace the edges of the hands. We note here that the major land-
marks could be selected manually or through a different interest
point detection method. Thus, the set of major landmarks need not
be a proper subset of the collection of contour-approximating land-
marks.

We then solved the constrained optimization problem in (1) us-
ing Newton’s method to obtain the optimal TPS parameters. At ev-
ery iteration, the distances between the transformed major template
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j=1 (c) Approx. R LMs
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Fig. 2: Landmark and Contour-Matching (LCM) Model requisites.
(a) Reference image, (b) exact/major reference landmarks, (c) ex-
act reference landmarks, contour-approximating points and vec-
tors, (d) template image, (e) exact/major template landmarks, (f)
exact template landmarks, contour-approximating points and vec-
tors. Here, number of exact landmarks is K = 11 and number of
contour-approximating points is L = 33.

landmarks and their target locations were calculated. In addition,
the vectors connecting adjacent contour-approximating landmarks
were normalized, and the cosine of the interior angles formed by
corresponding unit vector pairs in the reference and transformed
template were calculated to measure the overall similarity in orien-
tation of the contours present between the two images.

The exact Hessian of both the landmark and contour-matching
terms in (1) were used in the implementation of the Newton method.

In the first set of experiments, we simply performed the steps
described above and compared the results of the proposed model
against registered images obtained by blindly performing TPS reg-
istration (i.e., by solving (1) where α = 0) with

•1a. only 11 POIs as exact landmarks (Figure 3a)
1b. the 11 POIs in Experiment 1a and a specified number of

additional contour-approximating landmarks, all treated as
major landmarks (Figure 3b).

The goal of this set of experiments is to determine whether the
proposed LCM model indeed addresses the drawbacks of TPS reg-
istration. First, we want to observe whether using the same number
of exact landmarks as in Experiment 1a but adding extra contour
information (from the approximate landmarks) to be used only in
the second term C [θ ] lessens the occurrence of unnatural bending
and consequently improves the image overlap away from the exact
landmarks.

Next, we wish to gauge whether LCM-registered results using
few exact landmarks and approximate contour information improves
on the results of Experiment 1b, where contour-approximating land-
marks are treated as hard interpolation constraints.

The second set of experiments (Experiments 2a and 2b, Figures
4a-4c) is the same as the first, except that a landmark localization
error was introduced to one of the major template landmarks. The
purpose of these experiments is to determine the accuracy of the
registration methods in the presence of landmark localization error.
The TRE and Dice coefficients of the registered images resulting
from the blind application of TPS are compared against those of the
LCM-registered images.

4 Results

The results of the first set of experiments is displayed in Figure
3a. Observe that imposing only a few hard constraints in the TPS
approach yielded registered images where the fingers are slightly
bent. The number of exact landmarks used in Experiment 1a is
K = 11.

Next, for Experiment 1b (Figure 3b) we used 58 contour-
approximating landmarks as exact landmarks (i.e., as hard con-



straints) in the TPS interpolation problem to determine whether an
increase in the number of exact landmark correspondences also re-
sults to an improvement in the registration accuracy. While the Dice
similarity coefficient did increase, the registered image still exhibits
some irregularities. For instance, the edge of the fingers, especially
those of the middle and ring fingers, appear to have small ridges in-
stead of a smooth edge. Notice that the metacarpophalangeal joints
of the middle and ring fingers were also distorted by the registration
transformation.

In contrast, LCM-registered templates yielded both improved
Dice similarity coefficients compared to Experiment 1a, and visu-
ally accurate results (Figures 3c,3d). More specifically, there were
no apparent deformities such as bent fingers, bumpy edges, and
distorted bones in the LCM results unlike those yielded by Experi-
ments 1a and 1b.

When analyzing the results of Experiments 2a and 2b (with
landmark localization error), it is important to note that TPS registra-
tion at its core is just an interpolation technique. Therefore, blindly
applying the technique naturally results to misregistrations (Figures
4a-4c) – regardless of the number of interpolating points.

The proposed LCM method once again outperformed the TPS
approach and resulted to better post-registration Dice image simi-
larities, smaller target registration errors (TRE), and registered im-
ages without any abnormalities even in the presence of a landmark
error (Figures 4d,4e).

(a) Experiment 1a: TPS using major LMs only (K = 11); Post-TPS registration Dice
= 0.82

(b) Experiment 1b: TPS using major and contour-approximating LMs as exact LMs
(K = 59); Post-TPS Registration Dice = 0.85

(c) Proposed Method: LCM model using K = 11 Major (∗) and L = 59 Contour-
approximating (·) LMs ; Post-LCM Registration Dice =0.84

(d) Proposed Method: LCM model using K = 11 Major (∗) and L = 43 Contour-
approximating (·) LMs ; Post-LCM Registration Dice =0.84

Fig. 3: Comparison of TPS and LCM Registration Accuracy. (a)
Results of Experiments 1a, (b) results of Experiment 1b. (c)-(d)
LCM registration results. Pre-Registration Dice =0.64. (First col)
Reference image with exact and contour-approximating landmarks,
(Second col) registered image, (Third col) post-registration subtrac-
tion image |R−T [θ ] |, (Fourth col) optimal transformation. Bending,
ridges along the finger contours, and bone deformities are present
in the TPS-registered images in (a) and (b). Notably, the LCM-
registered images in (c) and (d) do not suffer from such deformities.

(a) Experiment 2a: TPS using major LMs only (K = 11). Localization error was intro-
duced to t5 (the middle fingertip); Post-TPS registration Dice = 0.81; TRE=9.28mm

(b) Experiment 2b: TPS using major and contour-approximating LMs as exact LMs (K =
59). Localization error was introduced to t5 (the middle fingertip); Post-TPS registration
Dice =0.84; TRE=7.35mm

(c) Experiment 2b: TPS using major and contour-approximating LMs as exact LMs (K =
43). Localization error was introduced to t5 (the middle fingertip); Post-TPS registration
Dice =0.84; TRE=8.59mm

(d) Proposed Method: LCM model using k = 11 Major (∗) and L = 58 Contour-
approximating (·) LMs. Localization error was introduced to t5 (the middle fingertip);
Post-LCM registration Dice =0.81; TRE=4.40mm

(e) Proposed Method: LCM model using k = 11 Major (∗) and L = 42 Contour-
approximating (·) LMs. Localization error was introduced to t5 (the middle fingertip);
Post-LCM registration Dice =0.82; TRE=4.72mm

Fig. 4: Comparison of TPS and LCM Registration Accuracy for the
case when a LM localization error is present in one of the exact LMs
(the fifth fingertip). (a) Results of Experiments 2a, (b)-(c) results of
Experiment 2b, (d)-(e) LCM registration results. Pre-Registration
Dice =0.64. (1st col) Reference image with exact and contour-
approximating landmarks, (2nd col) registered image, (3rd col) post-
registration subtraction image |R−T [θ ] |, (4th col) optimal transfor-
mation. Direct application of hard LM interpolation conditions when
1 LM localization error was present in the data resulted to misregis-
trations and seemingly bent or distorted fingers like in (a)-(c). LCM
provides good image overlaps and mitigates the effect of the LM
error, as in (d)-(e).



5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new registration model that uses
contour-approximating landmarks to supplement missing edge in-
formation in between defined landmarks. We demonstrated that
the model was able to circumvent drawbacks associated with the
straightforward application of the TPS registration technique.

The LCM model was shown to increase the post-registration
Dice similarity between the reference and registered template by
improving the image overlap away from major landmarks. Con-
sequently, this reduced the appearance of the unnatural bending
in image regions bordered by the data interpolation points (major
landmark locations).

We also showed that naively increasing the number of interpo-
lation conditions does not always guarantee a clinically accurate
registration result. Doing so resulted to an ill-conditioned problem,
made the TPS technique computationally more expensive, and also
caused visual deformities in the transformed template. As with ad-
dressing the first TPS issue, we showed that solving the LCM reg-
istration problem with less exact landmarks and additional approxi-
mate contour information provided accurate results.

The LCM model also produced physically accurate registration
results with improved Dice similarity indices even when landmark
localization errors were present in the data.

Overall, the LCM model increases the flexibility of the TPS ap-
proach especially when only a few repeatable landmarks can be
defined, when defining too many landmarks leads to high oscilla-
tions in the registration transformations, or when the identification
of exact landmarks is susceptible to human error.
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